Aetiology of myopia

Although clinicians are preoccupied with treating myopia and its complications, the causation is worth our attention, and particularly the results of experiments on animals in recent years. These have some implications for the treatment of patients.

Myopia's remarkable bilateral symmetry suggests a hereditary basis. This is supported by Sorsby's observation that 78 pairs of identical twins showed close agreement in their refractions, whereas 40 pairs of non-identical twins showed little more agreement than control pairs of siblings. Some families show a dominant hereditary pattern, some a recessive, and perhaps some an X-linked, but probably most cases are multifactorial, including environmental factors.

We would need no statistical evidence that glaucoma at birth or in early life often produces myopia because of a large eyeball. Is axial myopia in general the result of a slightly raised intraocular pressure in the early growing years? Not proven, because the higher ocular tension associated with myopia may result from the myopic process rather than cause it.

Hubel and Wiesel won a Nobel prize for their work on experimental amblyopia in kittens subjected to unilateral tarsorrhaphy. The up-market application of this work to young rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) and stump-tailed macaque (M. arctoides) monkeys produced a quite fascinating result: the eyes on the side subjected to tarsorrhaphy were almost all axially myopic, with the familiar fundus changes. 

(Such work usually attracts the description 'serendipitous'. There is a great need for a complementary word which describes much research - great and serious effort, with much diligent reading of the literature and painstaking experiments - resulting in very small discoveries.) Corneal opacities caused by injection of a fine suspension of polystyrene beads produced the same effect as lid fusion. 

Two young rhesus monkeys with unilateral lid fusion which were raised in the dark failed to show myopia. Accordingly, unfocused light is a prime mover in producing this experimental myopia, not a mechanical or thermal effect of lid fusion.

Is there a human counterpart? The eyes of children with unilateral ptosis are more myopic or less hypermetropic on the affected side than on the other. Cataracts in early life are also factors in causing abnormal elongation of the eyeball.

Does optic nerve section prevent lid fusion myopia? Three rhesus monkeys developed the usual myopia in spite of 'intracranial section of the optic chiasm'. It is sometimes facile, however, to transfer observations in one species to another: the same procedure in one M. arctoides monkey did prevent lid fusion myopia.

Bilateral lid fusion produces bilateral axial myopia in monkeys. Removal of the striate cortex has no effect. Topical atropine (and removal of the ciliary ganglion) also had no effect in rhesus monkeys, but did prevent lid suture myopia in four M. arctoides animals, which suggests that accommodation is a factor in the latter species. A pharmacological blocker of acetylcholinesterase, isoferuolate, which produces excessive accommodation, had no effect on the experimental myopia in rhesus and stump-tailed monkeys. Sympathetic denervation and trigeminal section also failed to alter progression of this myopia.

The effect of these experiments is localised to the tarsorrhaphised eye, provided the animals are young. Surely the retina must be the source of the stimulus to the sclera? What chemical substance diffuses from the retina to affect the sclera? How can the substance manage to avoid being washed away by the fast-flowing choroidal circulation? Is the rate of formation of cross linkages in scleral collagen reduced?

A surge of interest in growth factors in recent years may be relevant. Indeed, the retina may not be the passive victim of scleral growth, but may conceivably be the author of its own destruction.

The latest instalment to this whodunnit is even more difficult to explain. Chickens, like tree shrews, also suffer from deprivation myopia. Several groups of chicks were subjected to deprivation of localised areas of retina. In some, the 'nasal' (anterior) retina was deprived of patterned images by a white translucent occluder with a window anteriorly which allowed normal images on temporal (posterior) retina. In others the window in the occluder was positioned posteriorly to allow focused images on nasal (anterior) retina, leaving the temporal (posterior) retina deprived. Consistently, the half of the eyeball receiving unfocused light was axially longer and (more) myopic than the half receiving focused images. Are there human counterparts? Can we find here an explanation for localised staphylomata in human myopic eyes? Can we find patients with corneal or lens opacities from childhood restricted to one area and investigate with B-scan ultrasound whether the appropriate side of the eyeball is 'myopic'?

Are there any practical implications for the management of myopia in all this? We are already having to make up our minds on whether and in what circumstances to advise spectacles, contact lenses, and keratotomy, and what to insert of an anterior chamber intraocular lens in the phakic eye, removal of the clear lens with or without insertions of an IOL, epikeratophakia, and the computer controlled regrinding of the air-cornea interface. We are all well aware of the importance of choosing our parents - but genetic engineering is beginning to mitigate the genetic imperative. Should we deprive our growing children of the comfort of a night light? Should they be punished for reading by torchlight under the bed clothes? Maybe the Japanese and Chinese will be the first to abandon their print in favour of audio texts, not just in waking hours but subliminally during sleep. There are other reasons to make us try to minimise the severity of corneal and lens opacities, and the duration of occlusion. Few of us would feel justified in prescribing bilateral atropine drops to children for months or years. There is good evidence in a reasonably well controlled but unfortunately only single-masked study that bifocals reduce the rate of progression of myopia in children. Multifocals would probably be more acceptable.
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